
Index

Note

The index follows closely the structure of the text and should be used in conjunctionwith the Table of
Contents, the Table of Treaties (for references to treaty by article), the Tables of Cases for a full record
of citations, and the Bibliography. Headings in the index usually correspond closely to the short title
of the war crime in question. There are separate entries for war crimes in international and non-
international armed conflict with no cross-reference between the two unless differences in the short
titles are such as to distance the items alphabetically. There is however double cross-referencing
from other relevant headings.

References to individual cases are included when they are dealt with at some length in the text
or play a particularly important role. Otherwise they are dealt with collectively (eg ‘post-WW II case
law’ or omitted from the index). No attempt is made to index the cases themselves other than in
relation to the main thread of discussion. For a full record of cited cases, see the Tables of Cases
(alphabetical and by jurisdiction).

Elements of Crime (EOC), apart from the General Introduction to the EOC (GI(EOC)), are not
indexed as such but are treated by reference to the ICC Statute under the relevant subject headings.
The absence of any reference to the mental element (mens rea) under a particular crime means
there is no relevant case law or other discussion.

‘accused’, rejection of term 13–14
air warfare
improper use of flag, insignia or uniform of

hostile party 203–4
land warfare distinguished 199

appropriation of property. See destruction and
appropriation of property in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(iv)); destruction and
seizure of enemy’s property in
international armed conflict unless
demanded by the necessities of war
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xiii)); pillaging in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))

attacks against civilian objects in
international armed conflict
(8(2)(b)(ii))

AP I provisions 148, 150–2
material elements
‘attack’ 150–1
ICTY case law 149–52

indiscriminate attack 150
military necessity, relevance 149
‘result’ requirement 148

mental element (mens rea)
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 152
knowledge of civilian status 151–2
‘should have known’ requirement 151–2
‘wilful’ 151–2

PrepCom text 148
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 148
attacks against civilian population or

individual civilians in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(i)). See
also reprisals against the civilian
population

material elements
AP I provisions 130, 131, 134–7, 138–45
‘attack’ 134
biological weapons 288
‘civilian population’/‘civilian’ 135–6
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collateral damage 136, 137, 150
failure to take precautions to protect

civilians 131–2, 136, 138–40, 147
Tribunal arbitral mixte gréco-allemand
138–9

ICTY case law 132–4
indiscriminate attack 131–2, 136–8
indiscriminate weapons, use of 137–8, 308
journalists 135
military necessity, relevance 132–3
AP I 132

participation in hostilities, effect 132–3
direct/active part, equivalence 135

‘result’ requirement 130, 131, 133–4
mental element (mens rea)
AP I provisions 146
Art. 30 ICC Statute and 131
failure to take necessary precautions as

evidence of 132, 147
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 146
ICTY case law 145–7
intention to cause or awareness of

consequence 130–1
intention to direct attack 130
‘intentionally directing attacks against’

131, 148
‘knowingly and wilfully’ 146
knowledge of civilian status 145, 146–7
recklessness 146
‘should have know’ requirement 145, 146–7
‘wilful’ 145, 146–7

PrepCom text 130
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 130–1
attacks against civilian population or

individual civilians in non-
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(i))

AP II provisions 134, 443–6
attacks against civilian population in

international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(i)) compared 443–6

ICTY case law 444–6
PrepCom text 443
reprisals, prohibition 446
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 443
attacks against . . . humanitarian assistance or

peacekeepingmission in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(iii))

humanitarian/peacekeeping missions
standards of protection compared 154
AP I provisions 155
Convention on the Safety of UN and
Associated Personnel (1994) 154–5

material elements
‘attack’ 156
entitlement to protection given to civilians

or civilian objects 158–60
AP I provisions 158–60
Convention on the Safety of UN and
Associated Personnel (1994) 159

humanitarian assistance missions 158
AP I provisions 158

peacekeeping missions 156–7
Convention on the Safety of UN and
Associated Personnel (1994) 156–7

‘result’ requirement 153
mental element (mens rea)
ignorance of the law 154
‘intentionally directing attack against’ 154

PrepCom text 153
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 153–4
attacks against . . . humanitarian assistance or

peacekeepingmission in
non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(iii))

common Art. 3 GC 452–3
corresponding war crime in international

armed conflict compared 452–7
entitlement to protection given to civilians or

civilian objects 454–7
AP I provisions 454–5
AP II provisions 454, 456–7
Convention on the Safety of UN and

Associated Personnel (1994) 455–6
military objective in non-international

armed conflict, definition 455
humanitarian assistance missions 453–4
AP I provisions 454

peacekeeping missions 453
Convention on the Safety of UN and

Associated Personnel (1994) 453
PrepCom text 452
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 452
attacks against objects or persons using the

distinctive GC emblems in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxiv))

GI(EOC) 7 (structure of EOC) and 349
material elements
AP I provisions 350–1, 357–62
‘attack’ 350–1
civilian hospitals 355–6
GC I provisions 351–5
GC II provisions 354–5
GC IV provisions 355–8
‘in conformity with international law’ 350
Art. 30 ICC Statute and 350 n. 2

‘material’, omission from EOC 350
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attacks (cont.)
medical aircraft 357, 358, 360
medical convoys 356, 358
medical personnel 351–3, 357, 358
medical ships 354–5, 358, 360
medical units 353–4, 357–9
‘or other method of identification

indicating protection’ 350, 359,
361–2

‘or other objects’ 350
religious personnel 359
‘result’ requirement 349–50

mental element (mens rea), ‘should have
known’ 350 n. 2

PrepCom text 349
travaux préparatoires 349–50

attacks against objects or persons using the
distinctive GC emblems in
non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(ii))

AP I provisions 447–51
applicability 449

AP II provisions 446–51
‘attack’ 448
common Art. 3 GC 448
corresponding war crime in international

armed conflict compared 447–51
‘medical personnel’/‘units’ 449–51
other method of identification indicating

protection 447–8, 451
PrepCom text 447
‘religious personnel’ 449
travaux préparatoires 447–8

attacks against protected objects in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(ix)). See also destruction
and appropriation of property in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(iv)); pillaging in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))

material elements
AP I provisions 215–16
‘attack’ 216
Cultural Property Convention (1954)

provisions 216
cultural, religious, education and science

objects
AP I provisions 217–19
as grave breach 221
‘cultural or spiritual heritage of the
peoples’ 218 n. 5, 221, 222

‘cultural property’ 219
Cultural Property Convention (1954) 218,
219–21, 222

customary international law 217, 221
education and science objects 222
HR provisions 217, 219

ICTY case law 216–17, 222
imperative military necessity 219–20
post-WWII case law 217
religious objects 221
Second Protocol to Cultural Property
Convention (1999) 220

hospitals and places where sick and
wounded are collected

AP I provisions 225–7
GC I provisions 222–4
GC II provisions 224–5
GC IV provisions 225
post-WWII case law 226–7

HR provisions 216
ICTY case law 216
‘internationally directing attacks against’

216
loss of protection from attack 227
‘not military objectives’, presence of

protected persons, relevance, 215–16
universal jurisdiction, compulsory 221

mental element (mens rea)
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 228 n. 21
ICTY case law 227–8
‘intentionally’ 227
‘wilful’ 227–8

PrepCom text 215
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 215–16
attacks against protected objects in

non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(iv))

material elements
AP II provisions 459–60
corresponding war crime in international

armed conflict (Art. (8)(2)(b)(ix))
compared 458–63

cultural or religious objects 459–61
cultural, religious, education and science

objects, Cultural Property Convention
(1954) 459–60, 461

customary international law 459, 461
education and science objects 461
hospitals and places where sick and

wounded are collected, AP II
provisions 462

HR provisions, relevance 458–9
loss of protection against attack 462–3

PrepCom text 458
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 458

biological experiments in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(ii))

GC/AP provisions 71–3
‘medical or scientific experiments’

compared 73
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material elements
Doctors’ Trial 73
inhuman treatment elements, relevance

72–3
non-therapeutic treatment 71–2
‘not justified by medical reasons’ 71–2
serious endangerment of physical or

mental health or integrity of person
71

‘subjected’ 71
mental element (mens rea)
ICTY case law 74–5
post-WWII case law 75
recklessness 75
value judgment as to ‘severity’ of pain,

relevance 71
‘wilfully and knowingly’ 75
wilfulness 75

PrepCom text 70
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 71–2
bullets. See employment of prohibited bullets

(Art. 8(2)(b)(xix))

children, displacement 475
children, using, conscripting or enlisting

in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxvi))

material elements
AP I provisions 376
‘armed forces’ 378
AP I 378

‘children’ 375
‘conscripting or enlisting’ 377
‘participate actively in hostilities’, ‘direct

part in’ and 376, 378–9
‘recruiting’ 377
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child

(1989) 376–7
mental element (mens rea)
national case law 379–81
realization that child might be under age

limit 381
‘should have known’ 375
strict liability 381

PrepCom text 375
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 375–6
children, using, conscripting or enlisting in

non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(vii))

material elements
‘armed forces or groups’ 470–1
corresponding war crime in international

armed conflict compared 377, 470–1
PrepCom text 470
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 470

collateral damage 136–7, 150. See also excessive
incidental death, injury or damage
(Art. 8(2)(b)(iv))

proportionality and 136, 163, 166–7
compelling participation inmilitary

operations in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xv)). See also
compelling service in forces of hostile
power in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(v))

material elements
‘compelled’, ‘coerced . . . by act or threat’

269
‘even if they were in the belligerent’s

service before . . .’ 99, 269
GC III provisions 271
GC IV provisions 269, 271
HR provisions 269–70
‘operations of war’ 269
overlap with compelling service in forces of

hostile power in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(v)) 269–70

permitted labour for prisoners of war 271
WWII case law 270–1

mental elements (mens rea), ‘wilfully and
knowingly’ 271

PrepCom text 269
travaux préparatoires 269

compelling service in forces of hostile power
in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(v)). See also compelling
participation in military operations
in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xv))

GC provisions 97–9
HR provisions 97–8, 99
material elements
‘compelling’ 98
formal enrolment, relevance 97
permissible labour 98–9
‘take part in military operations against . . .

own country . . . or otherwise serve
in the forces of a hostile power’ 97–8

mental element (mens rea)
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 69
‘wilfully and knowingly’ 99

overlap with ‘compelling nationals of the
hostile party to take part in the
operations of war . . .’ (Art. 8(2)(a)(xv))
98

PrepCom text 97
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 97–8
‘contextual elements’ and the relatedmental

element
Art. 8(2)(a) crimes 18–28
Art. 8(2)(b) crimes 128
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‘contextual (cont.)
Art. 8(2)(c) crimes 384–9
Art. 8(2)(e) crimes 441

criminal responsibility
activity engaging (25 and 28 ICC Statute) 14
ground for exclusion (GI(EOC) 5) 13
individual responsibility, right to fair trial and

431–2
individuals acting in private capacity 211–12

cruel treatment in non-international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(c)(i))

common Art. 3 GC 398–400
corresponding war crime of inhuman

treatment in international armed
conflict compared 398–9

material elements
AP II 399–400
‘cruel’ 398–400
ICTY case law 398–400, 401
international human rights treaties 400
recklessness 401

mental element (mens rea), intentional act or
omission 398, 401

PrepCom text 397
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 398
cultural property. See also attacks against

protected objects in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(ix));
attacks against protected objects in
non- international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(iv))

pillage 277

deportation or forcible transfer (Art. 7(1)(d)).
See transfer by the Occupying Power of
own civilian population . . .

deportation or transfer . . . of the
population of the occupied territory
(Art. 8(2)(b)(viii)); unlawful
deportation or transfer in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(vii))

depriving nationals of the hostile power of
rights or actions (Art. 8(2)(b)(xiv))

material elements
administrative acts of Occupying Powers

263
authority to make declaration, need for 263
civil/commercial courts 267–8
criminal law/courts 267–8
‘effected’ 263
GC IV provisions 267–8
HR provisions 264–6
invocation of right or action, relevance

263
national legislation preventing enemy

aliens taking action 263, 264–6

mental element (mens rea)
Art. 30 ICC Statute and 264
intention 263–4
knowingly 263–4

PrepCom text 263
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 263–4
destruction and appropriation of property

in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(iv)). See also destruction
and seizure of enemy’s property in
international armed conflict unless
demanded by the necessities of war
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xiii)); pillaging in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))

applicable law, GC/HR (1907) 82
as grave breach 82, 84
material elements
‘appropriation of property’ 81–2, 83
abusive and illegal requisition 94
GC provisions 89–90
HR exemptions 93–4
HR provisions 90–1
post-WWII case law 91–5
theft 94

‘destruction’ 83, 84–9
destruction in occupied territory by

Occupying Power 83, 84, 87
destruction of inhabited buildings 88
destruction of property
GC provisions 83–4, 85–7
HR provisions 83–4, 87–9
post-WWII case law 88

destruction outside occupied territory 83,
84–5

‘extensive’ destruction/appropriation 82,
84, 85

GC IV Commentary 83
‘not justified by military necessity’ 81, 84,

85
GI(EOC) 6 (‘unlawfulness’) and 82

plunder or spoliation
consent of owner, relevance 84, 92–3
injury to economic substance of
occupied territory, need for 84, 93

interchangeability of terms 91–2
‘protected property’ requirement 82
GC provisions 84, 85–7
HR provisions 87–9
private property 83
public monuments 88
public property 83, 88, 93

transfer of title, relevance 83, 93, 94
mental element (mens rea)
value judgement, ‘extensive’ 82 n. 2
‘wantonly’ (ICC Statute) 95
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‘wilfully and knowingly’ 92, 93, 95
intent to destroy or appropriate 95–6
reckless disregard 95

PrepCom text 81
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 81–2
destruction and seizure of adversary’s

property in non-international armed
conflict unless demanded by the
necessities of the conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(xii))

corresponding war crime in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xiii))
compared 485–6

HR provisions, relevance 485
‘necessities of the conflict’ 485–6
PrepCom text 485
‘property of an adversary’ 485–6
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 485
destruction and seizure of enemy’s property in

international armed conflict unless
demanded by the necessities of war
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xiii)). See also attacks
against civilian objects in international
armed conflict (8(2)(b)(ii)); attacks
against objects or persons using the
distinctive GC emblems in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxiv)); attacks against
protected objects in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(ix));
destruction and appropriation of
property in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(iv)); pillaging in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))

AP I provisions 255
HR provisions 251–2, 253, 255
material elements
‘destruction’ 251, 252–6
ICTY case law 252–3
post–WW II case law 254–6
scorched earth policies 255–6

‘imperatively demanded by the necessities
of war’/‘military necessity’ 249–50,
252–6

‘private or public’ property 251, 252
‘property of hostile party’ 249
‘seizure’ 251–2, 256–61
Cultural Property Convention (1954)
provisions 258

GC I provisions 260
GC III provisions 259
GC IV provisions 256–7, 259, 260
HR provisions 257–61
objects of personal use (internees) 259

objects of personal use (prisoners of war)
259

post-WW II case law 260–1
private property 259
property of aid societies and medical
facilities 260

public immovable property 258
public movable property 257–8
requisition compared 256–7
spoliation of industrial establishments
260–1

transfer of property to own country
260–1

mental element (mens rea)
Art. 30 of ICC Statute and 250
foreseeable consequence 261
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 262 n. 23
ICTY case law 261–2
ignorance of the law 250–1
intent to deprive of use 261–2
intent to destroy 261–2
knowledge of facts, mistake of facts 254–5,

262
post-WW II case law 261
reckless disregard 261
‘unlawfully and wantonly’ 261–2
‘wilful’ 262

overlap with destruction and appropriation
of property in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(iv)) 251–2, 254

PrepCom text 249
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 249–51
diplomatic protection, protected person status

under GC IV and 30
displacement of the civilian population

(Art. 8(2)(e)(viii))
material elements
‘a population’ 472–3
AP II provisions 473–5
authority andmeans to enforce order, need

for 473
‘civilian population’ 472–3
ethnic cleansing 473
GV IV provisions compared 474
justified displacements
children 475
human conditions, need for 475
imperative military reasons 473, 474
post-WWII case law 475
security of the population 473, 474

‘perpetrator ordered’ 472
‘reasons related to the conflict’ 475

PrepCom text 472
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 472–3
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displacement (cont.)
unlawful deportation in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(vii)) and no
quarter in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xii)) as basis 472

Elements of Crimes (EOC). See also PrepCom
text and travaux
préparatoires/Understandings of
PrepCom under individual crimes

as aid to interpretation of Arts. 6, 7 and 8 ICC
Statute 2, 8

elements common to all crimes under
Art. 8(2)(a) 17–37. See also grave
breaches of the Geneva Conventions
(1949) (Art. 8(2)(a))

‘contextual element’ and the related
mental element 18–22

international armed conflict 18–28. See also
international armed conflict

potential perpetrators 34–7
PrepCom text 17–18
protected persons/objects 28–33. See also

protected objects; protected persons
elements common to all crimes under

Art. 8(2)(b) 128–9
‘contextual element’ and the related

mental element 128–9
international armed conflict 128–9. See also

international armed conflict
PrepCom text 128

elements common to all crimes under
Art. 8(2)(c) 383–93

armed conflict not of an international
character 384–9. See also non-
international armed conflict

common Art. 3 GC basis 383–4
‘contextual element’ and the related

mental element 384–9
hors de combat requirement 383–4
potential perpetrators 391–3
PrepCom text 838
protected persons 389–91. See also hors de

combat, protection under common
Article 3 GC (non-international armed
conflict) (Art. 8(2)(c))

elements common to all crimes under
Art. 8(2)(e) 441–2

armed conflict not of an international
character 441–2. See also non-
international armed conflict

‘contextual elements’ and the related
mental element 441–2

PrepCom text 441
General Introduction. See General

Introduction (EOC)
introduction to elements of war crimes 15–16

‘contextual elements’ and the related
mental element 18–22

jurisdictional limitations 382, 440
naval warfare and 15, 16
non-binding character 10

employment of poison or poisoned weapons
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvii)). See also
employment of prohibited gases,
liquids, materials or devices
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xviii))

material elements
‘effect’ test 281
HR provisions 281
ICJ Advisory Opinion on nuclear weapons

282
military manuals 283–4
‘poison’ 282–3
post-WWII case law 282

overlap with employment of prohibited
gases, liquids, materials or devices
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xviii)) 282

PrepCom text 281
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 281
employment of prohibited bullets

(Art. 8(2)(b)(xix))
material elements
Declaration concerning Expanding Bullets

(1899) 292, 294–5
‘effect’ test 292
exploding bullets 296
individual criminal responsibility
commanders aware of type of
ammunition used 293

soldiers manipulating ammunition 293
those issuing ammunition 293

justified use of expanding bullets 292
military manuals 294–5
St Petersburg Declaration (1868) 295–6
‘such as bullets with a hard envelope . . .’

292, 295–6
‘use violates the international law of armed

conflict’ 292
mental element (mens rea)
awareness that ‘nature of bullets would

uselessly aggravate . . .’ 293–4
good faith use 293
‘knew or should have known’ 293
mistake of law 293

PrepCom text 292
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 292–4
employment of prohibited gases, liquids,

materials or devices
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xviii))

GenevaGas Protocol (1925) provisions 285–91
HR provisions 287–8
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material elements
bacteriological weapons, omission 288
Chemical Weapons Convention (1993) and

286–7, 289–90
customary international law 287–8, 289
‘death or serious damage to health’

286–7
Declaration concerning Asphyxiating

Gases (1899) 287–8
‘device’ 287
‘effect’ test 286
ICJ Advisory Opinion on nuclear weapons

290
‘method of warfare’ 286
military manuals 289–90
nuclear weapons 290–1
‘other gases’ 290
riot control agents 285–6
‘substance’ 286 n. 2

PrepCom text 285
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 285–7
enforced prostitution in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii))
material elements
‘coercion’ 329
coercion (EOC Element 1) and rape (EOC

Element 2) compared 329
GC IV Commentary 339
ICTR/ICTY case law 340
other sexual crimes distinguished 329
pecuniary or other advantage’ 329
post-WW II case law 329, 339
UN Special Rapporteur on . . . Systematic

Rape . . . 339–40
PrepCom text 326
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 329
enforced prostitution in non-international

armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(vi))
enforced prostitution in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii)) compared
468

PrepCom text 467
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 468
enforced sterilization in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii))
material elements
birth control measures and 331
deprivation of reproductive capacity

331
gender neutral 330
lawful sterilizations 331
‘genuine consent’ 331

post-WW II case law 341
PrepCom text 326–7

enforced sterilization in non-international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(vi))

enforced sterilization in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii)) compared
468–9

PrepCom text 467–8
environment, widespread, long-term and

severe damage to (Art. 8(2)(b)(iv)). See
also excessive incidental death, injury
or damage (Art. 8(2)(b)(iv))

customary international law 167
material elements
‘natural environment’ 174–5
proportionality 166–7, 173–6
‘widespread, long-term and severe

damage’ 173–6
excessive incidental death, injury or damage

(Art. 8(2)(b)(iv)). See also
environment, widespread, long-term
and severe damage to
(Art. 8(2)(b)(iv))

1980/1996 Protocols to the Convention
on certain conventional weapons
166

GC/AP provisions 166–7
material elements
‘attack’ 169
‘clearly excessive’ 166, 169
‘concrete and direct overall military

advantage’ 162–3, 164
ex post facto justification 163–4

ICTY case law 167–9
‘launch’ 162
‘of such an extent as to be’ 164–5
‘overall’ 163–4, 166, 169–73
proportionality 163–4, 168, 169–73
‘result’ requirement 162

mental element (mens rea)
credibility and 165
‘in the knowledge’ 176
‘intentionally’ 166
responsibility for determining whether

damage ‘excessive’ 164–5, 176
mental element (mens rea) value judgement

as to ‘excessiveness’ 164–5
PrepCom text 161
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 162–6

fair trial in case of non-international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(c)(iv)). See also
wilful deprivation of the rights of fair
and regular trial in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(vi))

material elements
AP II provisions 408–13
common Art. 3 GC 409–13
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fair trial (cont.)
judicial guarantees before the trial on the

merits 420–3
right to be brought promptly before a
judge 420–1

right to proceedings before court to
decide on the lawfulness of detention
422–3

‘judicial guarantees which are generally
recognized as indispensable’ 408–9,
410–11

AP I provisions 431, 433, 434, 436–8
AP II provisions 418–38
conviction on basis of individual
criminal responsibility 431–3

derogations, exclusion under GC/AP II
418

ECiHR/ECtHR case law 421, 422–3, 426,
427–30, 431, 434–5

GC Commentary 417–18
‘generally recognized’ 409, 417
IACiHR/IACtHR case law 423, 426, 427,
428

ICTY case law 437–8
information about remedies following
conviction 435–6

judicial guarantees before the trial on the
merits. See above

rights and means of defence. See below
ne bis in idem 437–8
no compulsion to testify or confess guilt
439

nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege 432
presence at trial 433–4
presumption of innocence 433
public pronouncement of judgment
436–7

right to be informed without delay of
allegations 419–20

UNHRC case law 420, 422, 424, 427,
430

‘regularly constituted court’ 408–9, 412–17
AP II Commentary 412–13
ECiHR/ECtHR case law 414–15
IACiHR/IACtHR case law 415–17, 433
impartial and independent 413–17
UNHRC case law 413–14

rights andmeans of defence 419–20, 424–31
right to an interpreter 430–1
right to be tried without undue delay
427–9

right to defend oneself in person or
through legal assistance 426–7

right to examine/call witnesses 429–30
time and facilities for preparation of
defence and communication with
counsel of own choosing 424–6

PrepCom text 408
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 408–9
forced pregnancy (as defined in Art. 7(2)(f))

(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii)) 329–30, 340
material elements
GI(EOC) 6 (‘unlawfulness’) and 330
GI(EOC) 7 (structure of EOC) and 330
‘intent to affect the ethnic composition’ 330
national laws, effect on 330, 340

PrepCom text 326
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 329–30

General Introduction (EOC)
‘accused’, rejection of term 13–14
criminal responsibility, forms of 14
material elements 12
mental element 9–10, 11, 12
overlap of crimes 14
reasons for 9
short titles, legal effect 14
structure of EOC 330, 349
text 9–10
‘unlawfulness’ requirement 13, 81, 106, 114,

330, 473
value judgement 12–13, 46, 63, 71, 82, 164–5,

315
general principles of criminal law 10
grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions

(1949) (Art. 8(2)(a))
common elements
PrepCom text 17–18
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 18–22
requirements
international armed conflict 18. See also

international armed conflict
protected status 28, 32. See also protected

objects; protected persons
universal jurisdiction 128–9, 221

Hague Regulations (1907). See also under
individual crimes

as customary international law 82 n. 3, 459
hors de combat, protection under common

Article 3 GC (non-international
armed conflict) (Art. 8(2)(c)) 383,
389–91. See also killing or wounding
hors de combat in international armed
conflict

AP II provisions 389–90
armed forces 389
ICTR case law 389–90
ICTY case law 390–1
loss of protection from attack 389–90
PrepCom text 383
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travaux préparatoires/Understandings of
PrepCom 389

hostage taking in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(viii))

material elements
Hostages Convention (1979) 124–5, 126
illegal deprivation of liberty 126
‘legal person’ 125
‘or held hostage’ 125
perpetration in order to obtain concession

or advantage 125
‘persons . . . in the power of the enemy who

answer with their freedom or their life
for compliance . . .’ (AP Commentary)
126

‘seizes or detains and threatens . . . in order
to compel . . . as condition for . . .

release’ 126–7
threat to prolong detention or put to death

126
mental element (mens rea)
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 127
‘in order to’ (Hostages Convention) 127
intent ‘to compel . . . to act or refrain from

acting as . . . condition for safety or
release . . .’ (EOC) 125

PrepCom text 124
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 124–5
hostage taking in non-international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(c)(iii))
common Art. 3 GC/AP II provisions 406–7
hostage taking in international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(a)(viii)) compared 406–7
ICTY case law 406–7
material elements
‘hostage’ 407
illegal deprivation of liberty 407
perpetration in order to obtain concession

or advantage 125
mental element (mens rea)
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 407
‘wilful’ 407

PrepCom text 406
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 406
humanitarian assistancemissions, protection.

See also attacks against . . . human-
itarian assistance or peacekeeping
mission in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(iii)); attacks against . . .

humanitarian assistance or peace-
keeping mission in non-international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(iii))

AP I provisions 155–6, 158–9

attacks on as attacks against civilians or
civilian objects 453

loss of protection from attack 158–9, 456–7
acts harmful to the enemy 159–60
in non-international armed conflict 456–7

ICC Statute (1998)
adoption and entry into force 1–2
ICRC role in negotiations 2

ICRC
role in ICC negotiations 2–6
study of case law and international

instruments 3–4
improper use of flag, insignia, uniform or

emblem (Art. 8(2)(b)(vii))
material elements
distinctive emblems of the Geneva

Conventions
AP I provisions 205–7
‘for combatant purposes’ 195
HR provisions 205
‘in a manner prohibited under the
international law of armed conflict’
195

military manuals 206–7
naval warfare 206, 207
post-WWII case law 205–6
PrepCom text 194

flag, insignia or uniform of hostile party
‘in a manner prohibited under the
international law of armed conflict’
195

land, naval and air warfare distinguished
199

‘while engaged in attack’ 195, 201–2
flag, insignia or uniform of hostile party

(air warfare)
Hague Rules of Air Warfare (1923) 203
military manuals 204

flag, insignia or uniform of hostile party
(land warfare) 200–2

‘improper use’ 200–2
military manuals 202
post-WW II case law 200–1
war crime, whether 201–2
‘while engaged in attack’ 195. 201–2

flag, insignia or uniform of hostile party
(naval warfare)

customary international law 202
military manuals 203

flag, insignia or uniform of the UN
AP I provisions 204–5
HR provisions 205
‘improper use’ 205
naval warfare 205
perfidy 204–5
PrepCom text 194
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improper use (cont.)
flag of truce
AP I provisions 198
‘feign an intention to negotiate’ 195, 198
HR provisions 198–9
military manuals 199
perfidy and 198–9
requirements for use of 199
‘to negotiate’ 195

HR/AP I provisions 197, 198–202, 204–6,
207

‘improper use’ 195
‘result’ requirement 131, 196–8, 205

mental element (mens rea)
Art. 30 of ICC Statute and 196
‘should have known’ requirement 196
improper use of flag, insignia or uniform
of UN distinguished 196

‘wilful’ 207
PrepCom text 193–4
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 195–6
inhuman treatment in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(ii))
definition
ECtHR/ECiHR case law 67–9
ICTY case law 64–6
serious attack on human dignity 63–4, 66
jurisdictional implications 63–4

therapeutic treatment, exclusion 69
examples from relevant case law
deportation or extradition 68
destruction of homes and property 69
detention in inhuman conditions 68
digging trenches in dangerous

circumstances 66
physical assault 67
psychological interrogation techniques 67
use as human shields 66

jurisdiction, obligatory/permissive universal
distinguished 64

material elements
GC/AP provisions 64–5
severity of pain or suffering 67
‘severe’/‘serious’ distinction 60–1

‘treatment’ 65
mental element (mens rea)
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 69
ICTY case law 69–70
intentional act or omission 70
value judgment as to ‘severity’ of pain,

relevance 61
PrepCom text 62
prisoners of war 64
torture distinguished 45, 60–1, 63, 66
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 63–4

wilfully causing great suffering or serious
injury to body or health distinguished
80

international armed conflict. See also
Elements of Crimes (EOC), elements
common to all crimes under
Art. 8(2)(a) and Art. 8(2)(b)

definition
common Article GC 2 22
occupation 19
Tadic 23–4

geographical scope 24–6
link with conduct, need for 26–8
ICTY/PrepCom approach distinguished

27–8
‘in association with’ (nexus) 19–20
‘in the context of’ 17, 19–20
mental element (mens rea) 20–2, 27–8

PrepCom text 17–18, 128
time frame 24–5
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 18–22
internees
as persons in the power of an adverse party

231
judicial proceedings 102
protected property 90, 259–60
relief supplies 371

ius ad bellum/ius in bello distinguished 163

journalists 135
jurisdiction
universal
grave breaches 128–9, 221
obligatory/permissive distinguished 63,

128–9, 221
war crimes 128–9, 221

jurisdiction (ICC)
aggression 1–2
complementarity to national jurisdictions 2
crimes against humanity 1–2
genocide 1
war crimes 1–2

killing or wounding hors de combat in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(vi)). See also hors de
combat, protection under common
Article 3 GC (non-international armed
conflict) (Art. 8(2)(c)); no quarter in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xii)); treacherous killing or
wounding in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xi)); wilful killing
in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(i))

AP I provisions 185, 190–2
GC provisions 190–1
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Geneva Convention (1929) 186
HR provisions 185–90
material elements
accidental killing or wounding (Art. 23(c)

HR/Art. 41 AP I) 191
‘hors de combat’ 185
AP I provisions 190–2
customary international law 190
prisoners of war 190–1

killing of crews in distress 187–90
‘Laconia Order’ 188–9
parachutists 192, 246

killing prisoners of war 186–7, 190–1
overlap with wilful killing in international

armed conflict (Art. (2)(a)(i)) and no
quarter in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xii)) 185

‘person’ (AP I)/‘enemy’ (HR) 191–2
WWI and II case law 182–90

mental element (mens rea)
‘is or should be recognized’/‘in

the knowledge’ distinguished 192
post-WWII case law 192
reasonable belief as defence 192
‘wilful’ 192

PrepCom text 185
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 185

material elements. See also under individual
crimes

30 ICC Statute 12
medical aircraft 357, 358, 360
medical convoys 356, 358
medical or scientific experiments in

international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(x)). See also biological
experiments in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(ii)); mutilation
(physical) in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(x))

AP I provisions 234, 235–6
material elements
‘cause death or seriously endanger’ 236
consent, relevance 234
enforced sterilization 341
GC provisions 235
‘integrity’ 234
‘neither justified by . . . treatment of person

concerned . . . nor carried out in his or
her interest’ 236

‘person in thepowerof anadverseparty’ 236
‘physical or mental’ health 234
post-WWII case law 236
World Medical Association

Recommendations Guiding Physicians
in Biomedical Research Involving
Human Subjects 236–9

mental element (mens rea)
AP I provisions 239
post-WWII case law 239
recklessness 239
‘wilful act or omission’ 239

PrepCom text 233–4
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 234
medical or scientific experiments in

non-international armed conflict on
persons in the power of another party
to the conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(x)). See
alsomutilation in non-international
armed conflict of persons hors de
combat (Art. 8(2)(c)(i))

‘another party to the conflict’ 483, 484
medical or scientific experiments in

international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(x)) compared
483–4

PrepCom text 482
medical personnel 351–3, 357, 358, 448–51,

454, 456–7
medical ships 354–5, 358, 360
medical units 346, 353–4, 357–9, 448–51,

456–7
utilization as shields 346

mental element (30 ICC Statute). See also
under individual crimes

awareness of factual circumstances 17–18, 20,
22, 29, 41, 154, 178, 184, 332

burden of proof 12–13
EOC and 9–12
ignorance of the law 29, 154, 250–1
‘intent’/‘knowledge’ distinguished

263–4
link with international armed conflict

requirement 20–2, 27–8
protected person/property, knowledge of

status 29
‘result’ requirement and 196
‘unless otherwise provided’ 9–10, 11–12, 214,

379
value judgement 12–13. See also General

Introduction (EOC), value judgement
and under individual crimes

mental element (ICRC paper prepared for the
PrepCom)

civil law tradition
dolus directus 491–2
dolus eventualis 492

common law tradition
criminal negligence 490
intention 488–9
recklessness 489–90

mistake of law/mistake of fact 493–8
international criminal law 495–7
municipal law 493–5
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military necessity. See also destruction and
seizure of enemy’s property in
international armed conflict unless
demanded by the necessities of war
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xiii))

attacks against protected property 219–21
conformity with laws and customs of war,

need for 81, 250
destruction and appropriation of property 81,

84, 85
‘imperative military reasons/necessity’ 109,

212, 213, 219–21, 473, 474
pillage 272–3
targeting civilian objects 149
targeting civilians 132–3
transfer/evacuation of population 109, 212, 213

military objective 177–8, 183–4, 347–8, 455,
462–3

mistake of law 196, 250–1, 293, 332. See also
mental element (30 ICC Statute),
ignorance of the law

mistake/ignorance of facts 17–18, 20–2, 186
murder of all kinds in non-international

armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(c)(i))
common Art. 3 GC 395
PrepCom text 394
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 394
wilful killing in international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(a)(i)) compared 394–5
mutilation in non-international armed

conflict of persons hors de combat
(Art. 8(2)(c)(i))

common Art. 3 GC 396
material elements
AP Commentary 396
GC IV Commentary 396
justified mutilation 397
mutilation under Art. 8(2)(b)(x) compared

396, 397
omission of ‘cause death or seriously
endanger’ 396

‘physical’ mutilation 397
mental element (mens rea)
deliberately or through recklessness 397
ICTY case law 397

PrepCom text 395
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 396
mutilation in non-international armed

conflict of persons in the power of
another party to the conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(x))

‘another party to the conflict’ 483, 484
mutilation (physical) in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(x)) compared
483–4

PrepCom text 482

mutilation (physical) in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(x)). See also
medical or scientific experiments in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(x))

AP I provisions 229–33
material elements
‘cause death or seriously endanger’ 233
‘in particular’ 230
international/non-international armed

conflict, relevance 231
‘mutilation’ 230–1
‘neither justified by . . . treatment of person

concerned . . . nor carried out in his or
her interest’ 232

‘or integrity’, omission from EOC 230,
234

‘person in the power of an adverse party’
231

‘physical’ mutilation 230
World Medical Association Regulations in

Time of Armed Conflict 232
mental element (mens rea)
AP I provisions 233
recklessness 233
‘wilful act or omission’ 233

PrepCom text 229
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 229–30

naval blockade 366, 368–9
naval warfare
applicability of
ICC Statute 16

improper use of distinctive emblems of
Geneva Conventions 206, 207

improper use of flag, insignia or uniform
of hostile party 202–3
of UN 205

land warfare distinguished 15–16, 199
perfidy 244–5

no quarter in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xii)). See also killing or
wounding hors de combat in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(vi))

AP I provisions 246–7
material elements
authority andmeans to enforce order, need

for 246
customary international law 247
means of warfare rendering surrender

impossible 248
order and conduct distinguished 246
post-WW II case law 247–8
‘result’ requirement 246

PrepCom text 246
travaux préparatoires 246
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no quarter in non-international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(x))

AP II provisions 480–1
no quarter in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xii)) compared
480–1

PrepCom text 480
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 480
non-international armed conflict. See also

Elements of Crimes (EOC), elements
common to all crimes under
Art. 8(2)(c) and Art. 8(2)(e)

criteria 384–7, 441–2
exercise of territorial control by rebel

forces, relevance 386–7
intensity of the fighting 387, 442
involvement of government forces,

relevance 386–7
objective criteria 384, 442
organization of the parties to the conflict

386, 442
‘protracted armed violence’ 384, 386, 441

geographical scope 387–9
ICTR case law 384–6, 388–9
ICTY case law 384, 386–9, 441–2
internal disturbances not meeting criteria

385, 442
link with conduct, need for 387–9
PrepCom text 383, 441
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 384
nuclear weapons
Geneva Gas Protocol (1925) and 290–1
ICJ Advisory Opinion on nuclear weapons

282, 290, 309–313
indiscriminate nature 307–13
poison or poisoned weapons distinguished

282

occupation
as international armed conflict 19
definition 33 n. 37

outrages upon personal dignity in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxi))

material elements
assault on dignity 316–23
ECtHCR/ECiHR case law 319–21
GC/AP provisions 316–17
IACtHR/IACiHR case law 321–2
ICTY case law 316–19
lasting suffering, whether necessary
318

objective test 317–19, 324
post-WW II case law 315, 323
sexual assault 315 n. 4, 342–3
UNHRC case law 321

cultural background, relevance 315
‘generally recognized as an outrage’

314–16
‘in particular’ 314, 316
‘or otherwise violated the dignity of one or

more persons’ 314
‘outrage’ 316
‘person’
dead person 314
mentally disabled or unconscious
persons 315

prisoners of war 314–15
mental element (mens rea)
guilty intent and recklessness likenable

to serious criminal negligence 343
n. 44

ICTY case law 323–4
intent 323–4
knowledge of effect 323–4
value judgement as to severity of conduct,

relevance 315
wilful 343

PrepCom text 314
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 314–15
outrages upon personal dignity in

non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(c)(ii))

outrages upon personal dignity in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxi)) compared
404–5

PrepCom text 404
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 404

parachutists 186, 192, 246
‘peacekeeping’ 157
peacekeepingmissions, protection. See also

attacks against . . . humanitarian
assistance or peacekeeping mission in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(iii)); attacks against . . .

humanitarian assistance or
peacekeeping mission in non-
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(iii))

Agenda for Peace (17 June 1992) 157
Convention on the Safety of UN and

Associated Personnel (1994) 154–5,
156–7, 453

loss of protection from attack
direct participation in hostilities under law

of international armed conflict 158 n.
4, 159

in non-international armed conflict
455–6

utilization as shields 345
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perfidy 198–9, 204–5, 240–5, 476–9. See also
improper use of flag, insignia, uniform
or emblem (Art. 8(2)(b)(vii));
treacherous killing or wounding in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xi)); treacherous killing or
wounding in non- international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(ix))

perpetrator
as neutral term 14
civilian 34–7, 391–3
ICTR case law 391–3
post-WWII case law 392 n. 23

international armed conflict 34–7
non-international armed conflict 391–3

pillaging in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi)). See also destruction
and seizure of enemy’s property in
international armed conflict unless
demanded by the necessities of war
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xiii))

material elements
cultural property 277
‘even when taken by assault’ 273, 277
GC provisions 276–7
HR provisions 273, 276–80
ICTY case law 273–5
individual/organized action 276
military manuals 278, 279–80
military necessity as justification

272–3
post-WW II case law 278–9
taking of civilian property for private or

personal use 272, 273
taking of war booty, appropriation of

protected property and seizure of
protected property distinguished 272,
279

‘plunder’ compared 276
violence, need for 275–6
war booty and 272, 273, 277–8

mental element (mens rea)
ICTY case law 280
intention to deprive 273, 280
post-WW II case law 280
‘wilful’ 280

PrepCom text 272
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 272–3
pillaging in non-international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(e)(v))
material elements, pillaging in international

armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))
compared 464–5

PrepCom text 464
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 464

plunder or spoliation in international armed
conflict. See destruction and
appropriation of property in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(iv)); pillaging in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))

poison or poisoned weapons
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvii)). See employment of
poison or poisoned weapons
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvii))

Preparatory Commission (PrepCom),
establishment 3. See also PrepCom
text and travaux
préparatoires/Understandings of
PrepCom under individual crimes

presumption of innocence 14, 100, 433
prisoners of war. See also compelling

participation in military operations in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xv)); compelling service in
forces of hostile power in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(v)); killing
or wounding hors de combat in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(vi)); wilful deprivation of
the rights of fair and regular trial in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(vi))

compelling to take part in operations of war
against own country 269–71

‘in the context of’ international armed
conflict 19

inhuman treatment 64
killing or wounding hors de combat 185–92
outrages upon personal dignity 314–15
permissible labour 98, 271
protected property 90, 259–60
relief supplies 372–3
unlawful confinement 120–2
utilization as shields 346, 347
‘wilful killing’ (Art. 8(2)(a)(i)) and 39, 40–1

proportionality 137, 163, 166–7, 168, 169–76.
See also collateral damage; excessive
incidental death, injury or damage
(Art. 8(2)(b)(iv))

prostitution. See enforced prostitution in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii)); enforced
prostitution in non-international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(vi))

protected objects. See also protected property
GC provisions 33
ICTY case law 33
mental element, awareness of factual

circumstances establishing protected
status 29
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travaux préparatoires/Understandings of
PrepCom 28–9

protected persons. See also attacks against
civilian population or individual
civilians in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(i)); attacks
against civilian population or
individual civilians in
non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(i)); attacks against . . .

humanitarian assistance or
peacekeeping mission in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(iii));
attacks against . . . humanitarian
assistance or peacekeeping mission in
non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(iii)); attacks against
objects or persons using the distinctive
GC emblems in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxiv)); attacks
against objects or persons using the
distinctive GC emblems in
non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(ii)); compelling service in
forces of hostile power in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(v)); hors de
combat, protection under common
Article 3 GC (non-international armed
conflict) (Art. 8(2)(c)); pillaging in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi)); shields, protected
persons as (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxiii))

AP I provisions, loss of protection from attack
158–9, 359, 454

AP II provisions 456–7
common Art. 3 GC 448
GC provisions 28–33
mental element, awareness of factual

circumstances establishing protected
status 29

permissible labour (GC provisions) 98
pillage 277
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 28–9
under GC IV provisions
definition 28–32
‘at a given moment and in any manner
whatsoever’ 31

avoidance of gaps between GC III and
GC IV 32

‘in the hands of’ 31–2
loss of protection from attack

30
‘active’/‘direct’ part in hostilities 30,
132–3, 135, 158–9, 389–90

nationality, relevance 28–31
allegiance/control as test 30–1

diplomatic protection, relevance 30
knowledge that victim belonged to
adverse party, sufficiency 29

Tadic 28–9, 30–1
protected property. See also attacks against

civilian objects in international armed
conflict (8(2)(b)(ii)); attacks against . . .

humanitarian assistance or
peacekeeping mission in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(iii));
attacks against . . . humanitarian
assistance or peacekeeping mission in
non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(iii)); attacks against
objects or persons using the distinctive
GC emblems in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxiv)); attacks
against objects or persons using the
distinctive GC emblems in
non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(ii)); attacks against
protected objects in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(ix));
attacks against protected objects in
non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(iv)); destruction and
appropriation of property in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(iv)); destruction and
seizure of adversary’s property in
non-international armed conflict
unless demanded by the necessities of
the conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(xii));
destruction and seizure of enemy’s
property in international armed
conflict unless demanded by the
necessities of war (Art. 8(2)(b)(xiii));
pillaging in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))

GC/AP provisions 33, 84, 85–9
loss of protection from attack 33, 133,

149–50, 159–60, 227, 454–5, 456–7,
462–7

property within occupied territories,
limitation of protection to 33, 84–5

rape in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii))

material elements
coercion 328, 335–7
‘coercive’, UN Special Rapporteur on . . .

Systematic Rape . . . 337
‘genuine consent’ 327, 328
ICTR case law 327–8, 333, 336
ICTY case law 327, 334–7
‘invaded . . . by conduct resulting in

penetration’ 327
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rape (cont.)
sexual penetration 335
vulnerability of victim 336

mental element (mens rea)
ICTY case law 337
intention to effect sexual penetration 337
knowledge of lack of consent 337

PrepCom text 325
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 327–8
rape in non-international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(e)(vi))
PrepCom text 466
rape in international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii)) compared 468, 469
rape and sexual assault as torture 52–5, 342
Red Cross and Red Crescent emblems. See

attacks against objects or persons
using the distinctive GC emblems in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxiv)); attacks against
objects or persons using the distinctive
GC emblems in non-international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(ii));
improper use of flag, insignia, uniform
or emblem (Art. 8(2)(b)(vii))

religious objects 221, 459–60, 461
religious personnel 359, 383, 449
reprisals against the civilian population
in international armed conflict (Art. 51(6)

AP I) 140–5
customary international law 140–5
ICTY case law 140–5

in non-international armed conflict 446
customary international law 446

requisition/seizure 256–7, 277. See also
destruction and seizure of enemy’s
property in international armed
conflict unless demanded by the
necessities of war (Art. 8(2)(b)(xiii));
pillaging in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))

‘result’ requirement 130, 131, 133–4, 148, 153,
162, 196, 198, 205, 244, 246, 349–50

serious violations of the laws and customs
applicable in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b))

common elements, PrepCom text 128
jurisdiction 128–9
requirements, international armed conflict

128. See also international armed
conflict

serious violations of the laws and customs
applicable in non-international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(e))

common elements, PrepCom text 441

introduction to elements of war crimes 440
requirements, non-international armed

conflict 441. See also non-
international armed conflict

sexual crimes. See also individual sexual crimes
as outrage on personal dignity 315 n. 4,

342
as torture 52–5, 342
overlap with other crimes 14, 342–3
ICTR case law 342
ICTY case law 342–3

sexual slavery in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii))

material elements
enslavement (Art. 7(2)(c)), identity of

definition 328
joint commission of crime 329
powers attaching to the right of ownership

328, 338
‘servile status’ 328–9
‘similar deprivation of liberty’ 328–9
Slavery Convention (1926) 328, 338
Supplementary Convention on the

Abolition of Slavery (1956) 329
UN Special Rapporteur on . . . Systematic

Rape . . . 338
PrepCom text 325–6
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 328–9
sexual slavery in non-international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(vi))
PrepCom text 466, 468
sexual slavery in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii)) compared
468, 469

sexual violence in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxii))

material elements
‘also constituting a grave breach of the

Geneva Conventions’ 332
‘coercive’ 341
forced nudity 331
penetration, relevance 341
UN Special Rapporteur on . . . Systematic

Rape . . . 341
mental element (mens rea)
‘awareness of factual circumstances’

332
mistake of law 332

PrepCom text 327
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 331–2
sexual violence in non-international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(e)(vi))
PrepCom text 468
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 468
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shields, protected persons as
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xxiii))

material elements
Art. 58 GC obligation to remove population

from vicinity of military objectives
distinguished 347–8

GC/AP provisions 345–8
ICTY case law 347
‘intention to render immune’

345
‘location’ 344–5
medical units 346
post-WW II case law 347
prisoners of war 346
UN Peacekeepers 347

mental element (mens rea)
intent to ‘render immune’ 345
intent to shield 345

PrepCom text 344
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 344–5
short titles, legal effect 14
sick and wounded, dependence of

protection on status of location
448, 453, 462

spoliation. See also destruction and
appropriation of property in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(iv)); pillaging in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xvi))

definition 91–2, 278–9
starvation of civilians (Art. 8(2)(b)(xxv))
material elements
AP I provisions 364–8
‘as method of warfare’ 364–5
‘civilian’ 364
death, relevance 364
‘depriving them of objects indispensable to

survival’ 363
‘depriving’ 365–6
‘indispensable to survival’
365–6

impeding relief supplies 366–73
civilian population 366–8
civilian population in occupied territory
369–71

detained persons 371–2
GC III provisions 372–3
GC IV provisions 369–72
naval blockade 368–9
prisoners of war 372–3

naval blockade 366
‘starvation’ 363–4

mental element (mens rea)
‘intentional’ 374
‘wilful’ 374

PrepCom text 363
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 363–4

torture as crime against humanity
(Art. 7(1)(iii)), definition 44

torture in international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(ii)) 44–62

definition. See also examples of acts
amounting to; material elements
andmental element (mens rea) below

Art. 7(1)(iii) (torture as crime against
humanity), applicability 44–5

Declaration on the Protection from Torture
(1975) 47

ECtHR case law 45
ICTY/ICTR case law 44–6, 47–50
infliction of severe pain or suffering 46,

49–50
inhuman treatment distinguished 45, 60–1,

63, 66
‘in the custody or control of the accused’
requirement 46

purposive element 45
Inter-American Torture Convention (1986)

47
Torture Convention (1984) 44–5, 47–9
as customary international law 45, 47–8,
49–50, 59–60

ICC Statute distinguished 45
wilfully causing great suffering or serious

injury to body or health distinguished
60–1, 79

ECtHR case law 60–1
ICTY case law 60

examples of acts amounting to 52–5
ECtHR/ECiHR case law 53–4
IACiHR/IACtHR case law 54–5
ICTY/ICTR case law 52
infliction of mental suffering 53
interrogation threatening life 52
maltreatment during detention 52–5
rape and sexual assault 52–5, 342
Report of the Special Rapporteur on Torture

(1986) 55
UNHRC case law 54

material elements
armed conflict 48
official involvement 45–6, 48, 55–9
pain or suffering arising from . . . lawful

sanctions 59–60
Inter-American Torture Convention
(1986) 59–60

severity of pain or suffering 46, 51–5
ECtHR case law 51
IACiHR case law 52
UNHRC case law 52
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torture (cont.)
mental element (mens rea)
intent, need for 48, 49
purposive element 50, 52 n. 32
humiliation 48–9, 61
ICTY case law 48–9, 61–2

value judgement as to severity of pain,
relevance 46

PrepCom text 44–6
torture in non-international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(c)(i))
common Art. 3 GC 402
material elements
ICTY case law 402–3
official involvement 402–3
torture in international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(a)(ii)) compared 4023
PrepCom text 401
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 401
transfer by the Occupying Power of own

civilian population . . . deportation or
transfer . . . of the population of the
occupied territory . . .
(Art. 8(2)(b)(viii)). See also unlawful
deportation or transfer in international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(vii))

GC/AP I provisions 210–11
material elements, deportation or transfer . . .

of the population of the occupied
territory

failure to harmonize with elements of
Art. 8(2)(a)(vii)-1 209

‘lawful’ evacuation
evacuation of children 213–14
imperative military reasons 212, 213
security interests of evacuated
population 212–13

temporary nature of transfer 213
nationality, relevance 212
‘parts of the population’ 212
transfer outside occupied territory 212
transfer within occupied territory 210–11

material elements, transfer by the Occupying
Power of own population

‘by the Occupying Power’ 211–12
‘civilian’, omission in EOC 209
criminal responsibility 211–12
‘indirect’ 211
link with Occupying Power 209
‘of its own civilian population’ 212
‘transfer’ in accordance with relevant

provisions of humanitarian law 209
mental element (mens rea)
Art. 30 of ICC Statute and 214
ICTY case law 214
post-WWII case law 214
‘wilfully and knowingly’ 214

PrepCom text 208
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 208–9
treacherous killing or wounding in

international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xi))

HR provisions 240–3
material elements
assassination 240–3
conduct of a nature to induce confidence

243
military manuals 241–2, 244
naval warfare 244–5
perfidy 240–3
permissible ruses 242–3, 244
‘result’ requirement 244

mental element (mens rea)
Art. 30 of ICC Statute and 240
intent to betray 240, 243

PrepCom text 240
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom, m 240
treacherous killing or wounding in

non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(e)(ix))

HR provisions, relevance 476
ICTY case law 476–7
material elements
‘combatant’ 478–9
conduct of a nature to induce confidence

478
mental element (mens rea), intent to betray

240, 243
PrepCom text 476
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 476
treacherous killing or wounding in

international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xi)) compared 477, 478–9

undefended places, attacking or bombarding
(Art. 8(2)(b)(v))

AP I provisions 177–8
HR provisions 177–8
material elements
‘attack’ 177–9
‘by whatever means’ 177–8
air bombardment 179

‘military objective’ 183–4
AP I provisions 183

‘not military objectives’ 178
presence of protected persons, relevance
177–8

‘undefended’ 179–83
Art. 59 AP I 179–82
military manuals 182–3
‘open for unresisted occupation’ 178, 181
post-WWII case law 179
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mental element (mens rea)
Art. 30 ICC Statute and 178
awareness of facts underlying status as

undefended locality 178, 184
PrepCom text 177
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 177–8
unlawful confinement in international armed

conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(vii))
material elements
‘confine . . . to a certain location’

112–13
‘continue to confine’ 113
Delalic 113–14
GC IV provisions 113, 114–18
legal confinement of civilians
GC IV provisions 113, 114–18
procedural rights, need for compliance
with 113, 116–18

security of detaining power 114–16,
118

legality of confinement of other protected
persons

GC I provisions 118–19
GC II provisions 119–20
GC III provisions 120–2

‘unlawful’, omission from EOC 114
mental element (mens rea), ‘aware of or

recklessly blind to’ 122–3
PrepCom text 112
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 112–14
unlawful deportation or transfer in

international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(vii)). See also
displacement of the civilian
population (Art. 8(2)(e)(viii)); transfer
by the Occupying Power of own
civilian population . . . deportation or
transfer . . . of the population of the
occupied territory . . . (Art. 8(2)(b)(viii))

material elements
deportation or forcible transfer as crime

against humanity (Art. 7(1)(d))
distinguished 106

disregard for generally recognized
standards of decency and humanity
110–11

‘forcibly’ 109–10
ICTY case law 107–11
individual deportation or transfer 108
‘lawful’ measures
Art. 45 GC IV 107
Art. 49 GC IV 108–10
imperative military reasons 109
post-WWII case law 110–11
safety of the population 109
temporary nature of transfer 109

transfer into occupied territory (AP I) 108
transfer outside territory of lawful presence

107
transfer within occupied territory 106,

108–9
violation of international conventions

110–11
mental element (mens rea)
Art. 30 of ICC Statute and 293–4
aware of or wilfully blind to 112
guilty intent and recklessness likenable to

serious criminal negligence 111
wilful 112
wilful and knowing violation of

international conventions 111–12
PrepCom text 106
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 106
‘unlawfulness’ requirement (GI(EOC) 6). See

General Introduction (EOC)

violations of common Article 3 of the 1949
Geneva Conventions

common elements, PrepCom text 383
introduction to elements of war crimes 382
requirements
non-international armed conflict 384–9.

See also non-international armed
conflict

persons protected 389–91. See also hors de
combat, protection under common
Article 3 GC (non-international armed
conflict) (Art. 8(2)(c))

war crimes
grave breaches distinguished 128, 131
universal jurisdiction 128–9, 221

weapons, prohibited (Art. 8(2)(b)(xx)). See also
employment of poison or poisoned
weapons in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xvii));
employment of prohibited bullets
(Art. 8(2)(b)(xix)); employment of
prohibited gases, liquids, materials or
devices (Art. 8(2)(b)(xviii)); nuclear
weapons

annex, requirement for 297, 302
material elements
customary international law 297, 298, 303
HR/AP I provisions 297, 300–1
‘of a nature to cause superfluous injury or

unnecessary suffering’ 298–304
1980 Protocol I to the Convention on
certain conventional weapons 299 n. 3

anti-personnel mines 302
AP Commentary 300–1
Blinding Laser Weapons Protocol (1995)
301
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weapons, prohibited (cont.)
ICJ Advisory Opinion on nuclear
weapons 302

military manuals 298–300
‘of a nature to cause’ 303
post-WW II case law 302
St Petersburg Declaration (1868) 300–1
SIrUS Project 303–4

‘weapons that are inherently
indiscriminate’ 305–13

Anti-Personnel Mines (Ottawa)
Convention 307

AP I provisions 305
bacteriological and biological means of
warfare 305–7

customary international law 307–8, 311,
313

ICJ Advisory Opinion on nuclear
weapons 137–8, 307–13

International Law Institute (1969) 313
military manuals 306–7
poison and poisoned weapons 305–7
V1/V2 rockets 305–6

PrepCom text 297
travaux préparatoires 297

wilful deprivation of the rights of fair and
regular trial in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(a)(vi)). See also fair
trial in case of non-international
armed conflict (Art. 8(2)(c)(iv))

definition, denial of ‘judicial guarantees as
defined, in particular, in the . . . GC III
and IV’ 100

material elements
death penalty, procedural requirements

102
examples of required elements 104–5
GC provisions as minimal requirement 105
GC/AP provisions/guarantees 101–2
human rights treaty provisions 101–2
post-WWII case law 102–4
punishment, relevance 100

mental element (mens rea)
‘knowingly . and wilfully’ 102, 105
‘wilful’, omission from EOC 100
‘wilfully . and wrongfully’ 103, 105

PrepCom text 100
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 100
wilful killing in international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(a)(i)). See also killing or
wounding hors de combat in
international armed conflict

(Art. 8(2)(b)(vi)); treacherous killing or
wounding in international armed
conflict (Art. 8(2)(b)(xi))

material elements 39–41
act or omission 40, 50
breach of the laws and usages of war

40–1
conduct of accused as substantial cause of

death 40
death of victim 40
‘killed’/‘caused death’, interchangeability

39
post-WWII case law 40–1

mental element (mens rea) 41–3
death as foreseeable consequence of

omission 43
intent to kill or cause grievous bodily harm

41–3
knowledge of facts 41
‘wilful’
Art. 30 ICC Statute and 39
negligence 43
recklessness 42–3

murder in non-international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(c)(i)) compared 39, 394–5

PrepCom text 38
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 38–9
wilfully causing great suffering or serious

injury to body or health in
international armed conflict
(Art. 8(2)(a)(iii))

inhuman treatment distinguished 80
material elements
examples of behaviour constituting 79
‘great’ 78
great suffering/serious injury to body or

health distinguished 76–9
ICTY case law 76–80
moral suffering 78
‘serious’ 78–9
‘wilfully causing great suffering’ 76–8
‘wilfully causing serious injury to body or

health’ 76–9
mental element (mens rea)
guilty intent and recklessness likenable

to serious criminal negligence 80
intentional act or omission 80
‘wilful’ 76

PrepCom text 76
torture distinguished 60–1, 79
travaux préparatoires/Understandings of

PrepCom 76
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